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DESIGNOR: A Decision Support Procedure
for Industrial Product Design
Jean-Marie Choffray , Ecole Superieure des Sciences Economiques et
Commerciales, Paris
Gary L. Lilien, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park

This paper presents a model-based methodology called DESIGNOR to support design
decisionsfor new industrial products. Models and measurements are developed to assess
the relationship between product features and market potential. The methodology
incorporates a measurement survey for model calibration and lea& to empirical tradeoff
curves between design dimensions. The approach handles discrete as well as continuous
features and can be incorporated into a procedure aimed at finding a profit maximizing
design. It can be used to support decisions concerning product design as well as for
product line expansion. The approach provides a consistent way of evaluating market
potential for new industrial products and presents important advantages over other
product design methodologies.

Introduction
The long-term health of many industrial enterprises is closely tied to their
ability to continue to produce successful new products. But as markets
become more competitive, risks increase and failure costs become more
severe [9]. Traditional approaches to the design and marketing of new
products are being supplemented by operational decision-support
systems, blending managerial experience with management science
methods [7].
As with most developments in marketing, this trend is most pronounced in the consumer goods area. Urban and Hauser [ l l ] give a
comprehensive review of these developments. In the area of industrial
product development particularly for capital equipment, many of these
approaches do not apply. The existence of organizational constraints as
well as the multiperson nature of the industrial adoption process requires
substantial methodological modifications [3].
The purpose of this paper is to develop and describe a procedure called
DESIGNOR aimed at assessing the market potential for a new industrial
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product as a function of the product's design features. Tradeoffs can be
inferred from the DESIGNOR model, allowing different designs with
the same market potential to be explicitly examined. Assumptions about
costs for product features can be combined in a design optimization
model. Implementation of the procedure is illustrated and directions for
future research are discussed.

Modeling Industrial Market Response
Market demand and market potential are two critical figures for new
product planning but are often used loosely.
Market demand is the total volume of a product sold under a defined
marketing program [ 6 ] .In contrast, market potential is the amount that
would be sold if the marketing effort were arbitrarily large. It is the limit
that market demand would tend to, if marketing conditions were most
favorable. For a new industrial product, then, market potential
comprises the needs of every company that can use the product and for
which it meets purchasing requirements.
The current theory of organizational buying behavior suggests that
new product adoptions may be viewed as a sequential elimination
process 113, 31. The setting of purchase specifications is one of
the major steps in the purchasing process, screening out purchase
alternatives that do not meet the firm's requirements [ l o , 41. Acceptable alternatives are then further assessed in a process that leads
to the organizational choice.
Figure 1 characterizes this process and relates it to the concepts of
market potential and market demand. As a first step, the new product
design is assessed against purchase specifications within firms that
comprise its target market. This yields its market potential. The
evaluation and choice process that follows compares the new product
with other acceptable alternatives to give a demand evaluation.
Formally, this is equivalent to the following decomposition of product
demand. Define _X = (X,, -, XI)as the product design under
, XI are specific features. We can write a
evaluation where X ,
demand forecast for X as

, ---

Demand Forecast

-

= (Number of target firms aware of ProductX)

X (Fraction of firms that find Product _X
acceptable)
X (Fraction of firms that prefer Product

other acceptable offerings).

X to
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FIGURE 1: Flow model of organizational elimination of product alternatives.

The DESIGNOR model focuses on the second step, the interaction
between product design and market potential. We call criteria used to
reduce an organization's choice set to acceptable alternatives "need
specification dimensions." Translated into a marketer's perspective,
they are product design dimensions. This concept is consistent with the
notion of dimension of merit proposed by Von Hippel [ 121.
Need specification dimensions are normally of three types:

!

o

I

0

Boundary specification dimensions. The firm specifies an extremum
(minimum or maximum value) beyond which a product is rejected as
infeasible. A potential customer for a lathe may require the warranty
period to be of at least 18 months and the initial cost to be under
$15,000.
Range specification dimensions. Products must fall into a specific
range along the dimension considered. Production tolerance ranges are
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of this nature when the product purchased is to be incorporated in
another product or process.
Discrete specification dimensions. Products must incorporate specific
features (e.g., automatic feed on an office copier).

Operationalizing the DESIGNOR Methodology
The development and calibration of a model to relate industrial market
acceptance to design decisions requires that we consider two sources of
heterogeneity:
Specification dimension heterogeneity. Organizations may differ in
their dimensions to set requirements.
Requirements heterogeneity. Organizations sharing the same set of
specification dimensions may have different requirements along those
dimensions.
To account for these sources of heterogeneity the DESIGNOR
methodology follows the procedure outlined in Table 1.
Measurement Step 1 in the methodology identifies need specification
dimensions and measures purchase requirements along these dimensions. The development of questions to measure these variables follows
a two-step procedure.
First, a series of open-ended interviews are conducted with members
of the buying center in a few (5-10) target companies. These interviews

Table 1: Development of the Market Acceptance Model
Steps

Purpose

1. Measurement

Assessment of
Specification
dimension relevance
Purchase requirements along
these dimensions

2. Segmentation

Grouping of target customers o n the
basis of homogeneity of specification
dimensions

3. Model formulation

Market acceptance data generation
Model calibration

4. Use

Product design optimization
Sensitivity analysis

I

I
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identify an exhaustive set of specification dimensions for products in the
class. Content analysis of these interviews leads to prototype survey
questions for assessing organizations' requirements.
Second, these questions are administered to a sample of target
companies. Where appropriate, several individuals in the organization
are surveyed. To reduce individual response bias, respondents may use
any information sources in their organization to provide their answer. A
formal procedure to account for individual response bias is available in
Choffray and Lilien [3].
Let 8 (XI, j = I - .J) denote the exhaustive set of specification
dimensions. An individual company i may use only a subset of these
dimensions for product elimination. Call this subset &,. Hence &, = X I
UX,, I < J. Company i's specific requirements along these
U.
dimensions are written A,, where x,, might be the maximum feasible
value along dimension k for company i.
Segmentation The next step requires that we group target customers
on the basis of common specification dimensions. Agglomerative
clustering is used for this purpose. Methods for performing such analysis
are discussed in Anderberg [ 11 and Choffray and Lilien [3].
Let _ X I 5 ' , s = 1. . .S denote the subset of specification dimensions
shared by companies belonging to segment s. Hence 8 = & ' I 1
UX(2). UX(S).Relative segment sizes are denoted w , , s = I , . . ,S ,
with Z,=,
s w, = 1 .
Development of a Segment Acceptance Model Consider segment s,
comprising target firms that share specification dimensions
The
purpose of the segment acceptance model is to relate design characteristic requirements to the acceptance rate or fraction of firms that will
find it acceptable. Let y =
' ', y,) denote a product design
corresponding to the exhaustive set of product features.
The following form provides a reasonable approximation of the
conjunctive eliminat~on process outlined earlier. We call it the
"acceptance function. "

-

-

v,, -

segment acceptance rate for design characteristics y
= partTal acceptance rate for design characteristic yk
=
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a k ,k = 0, . . ., K = parameters to be estimated.
= number of specification dimensions for the
segment.

K

The partial acceptance rate here is a function of the corresponding
design characteristics bJ.The form of this function varies according to
the nature of the specification dimension, as described below.
Boundary Specijkation Dimensions A boundary specification dimension takes the form of either a minimum (such as warranty) or a
maximum (such as price) value condition to be satisfied by the product.
If dimension k corresponds to a minimum requirement, the observed
partial acceptance rate for design characteristic y is given by

where fx refers to the observed distribution (frequency) of the individual
specification dimension limit x .
In the same way, if dimension k corresponds to a maximum
requirement, the observed partial acceptance rate is given by
' k ( ~ k )= 1 - F x k ( y k ) .
Because of sampling variation, the actual segment partial acceptance
rate b k ) may differ from the observed acceptance rate [2]. For our
purposes we assume here thatpkCyk)can be approximated adequately by
n kCYk).
Range Specijkation Dimensions Products acceptable for a range
specification dimension must fall within a given range for each target
firm. Variations may exist across firms, both in the upper and lower
bounds.
Let Xkbe the design dimension. Here we let x , be the lower range limit
(with associated fxk,,Fxk)and r kbe the range length (with associatedf,,,
FRk).Then the partial acceptance rate for design characteristic y , is

,

if X,, R are independent.
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Discrete Spec$cation Dimensions The @1 nature of discrete
specification dimensions suggests that ifx, is a discrete dimension, yk =
0 or 1. If y, = 1 , then p k(yk)
= proportion of the population that requires
Yk.

Model Calibration For calibration purposes, note that the segment
response model can be linearized easily:
K

In [P(Y11 = In

)+

2 a k In [ p k (

k =1

11 .

~ k

Parameters can be assessed by weighted least squares methods where the
weights reflect the increase in the variance of POI) as Pcomes closer to 0
or 1. Alternatively, maximum likelihood procedures might be used.
Observations needed for calibration purposes are obtained by simulation. First, we randomly generate a number, m, of system designs
b m k )k = 1, . . , n, m = 1, . . . , M, where "randomly" means in
accordance with the joint empirical distribution of critical acceptance
levels. This forces observations to be obtained in the areas of maximum
sensitivity and is related to the principle of sampling proportional to the
standard deviation within each stratum. Second, for each design
generated, we compute the observed partial acceptance rates using forms
derived above and the joint acceptance rate.
Market Potential, Market Demand, and Product Design To assess
the total market potential as a function of product design, we aggregate
segment acceptance functions as follows:

-

where
= fraction of the market in that segment
Ws
P , b-) = market acceptance function for segment s.

The impact of changes in product design y can be assessed directly by
the equation above. If in addition we know 1) the size of the target market
for product y, 2) the unit cost of producing design y , and 3) the market
share the firm could expect in the segment, a profit function can be
constructed and a design developed to maximize profit. Note that owing
to production economies, a sales forecast in terms of market share is
needed to develop unit costs. In addition, market share as well as present
potential will be functions of product design in general.
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A major use of the total market potential function may not be for
product design optimization but, rather, for costlbenefit analysis of a
product line extension strategy. This use is illustrated in the second
example below.
Case Examples

New Product Design: Frozen Meals This example is from a study
performed in France for a food-processing company. The product
investigated is a new frozen complete meal, ready to serve, sold
exclusively to restaurants.
A descriptive analysis of the purchasing decision process in the target
market was performed and led to identification of the following
specification dimensions:
Specification Dimensions

Design Features

Price (maximum)
Freezer shelf life (minimum)
Type of meat
Type of potato

French francs per meal
Monthslpackaging
Fish, Charolais beef, duck
Potato croquettes, Dauphinois gratin

Short-term production constraints prevented this firm from considering developing more than one product over the next 12 months. In
view of the impact that the penetration achieved during that time would
have on the diffusion of future product line extensions, it was decided to
design a single product that would maximize target market acceptance at
given expected return.
A survey was performed covering 174 restaurants equipped with
microwave ovens or similar equipment. Figure 2 displays the acceptance
rates for price given specific product features. Partial acceptance
functions are readily obtained by integration, as outlined earlier.
Given the firm's cost structure, an optimization procedure led to the
definition of the following product design:
Frozen shelf life: 3 months
Meat: Charolais beef
Vegetables: Dauphinois gratin
Price: 49FF.
This analysis was performed given current production capacity
constraints. Additional analyses are currently underway to develop a line
of product offerings and to plan for capacity over the next 5 years.

DESZGNOR

Francs)
Price

FIGURE 2: Sample acceptance curves (shelf life of 1 month Pied). (-, duck and croquettes; - -.-, duck and dauphinois gratin; - - - -, charolais beef and a o quettes; ---,charolais beef and dauphinois gratin.)

.

Product L i e Extension: Machine Tool The second example is a
simplified version of a study performed recently for a U.S. industrial
product manufacturer. The product is a piece of capital equipment and
preliminary analysis identified three major design dimensions:
Warranty period (minimum)
Price per unit of horsepower (maximum)
Horsepower rating (range).
A survey of the total market potential (comprising about 2 0 buying
organizations) was performed and an acceptability function was
specified as

where
P,(h) = partial market acceptance rate for horsepower rating
P ,,,(w) = partial market acceptance rate for warranty period w
PD(d)= partial market acceptance rate for price d

Jean-Marie Choffray and Gary L. Lilien
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The partial acceptance functions were developed from the empirical
distributions of potential customers' requirements using truncated
normal distribution approximations [2].
Figure 3 illustrates results from the first stage of analysis: design
tradeoffs between warranty length and price per hp. The shape of the
isoacceptanc~: curves suggests that market response is more sensitive to
changes in warranty length at low price per hp than at high price. The
substitution between these two design dimensions is linear. It also
indicates that some acceptance thresholds may exist. For example at
$12.50, 34% of the market finds the product acceptable at a 5%-year
warranty; further increases in that warranty do not affect market
potential estimates.
The DESIGNOR optimization procedure was used to isolate a profitmaximizing product design. It led to the following results:
Maximum Profit = $2.6 1MM with design
Price

= $11.98/hp

Warranty = 5 213 years.
Profit was found to be more sensitive to an increase in price than to a
price reduction. A $l/hp increase is projected to lead to profit of $2.19

1

Equal Market P o t e n t i a l C o n t m r s

9
9.50

10.25

11

11.75

12.50

Price per hp.
FIGURE 3: Market potential tradeoff curves between warranty period and price.
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Table 2: Product Design: A Comparison of Strategies
Strategy 1:

One Product

Strategy 2:

Horsepower:
Pricelhp:
Warranty:
Profit:

548
$1 1.98
5.66
$2.16MM

(2) 964
(1) 537
$11.88
$11.88
5.66
5.66
$3.84MM
$3.84MM

-

Two products

MM ( 16% loss), while a $l/hp reduction would lead to profit of $2.30
MM ( 10% loss).
The DESIGNOR model was also used to run more complex sensitivity
analyses. One of them concerned the potential benefits of offering a
second product with a different horsepower rating, with one product
aimed at a market segment with a mean lower horsepower requirement
of 400 and the second aimed at a segment with a mean lower horsepower
requirement of 800. In performing this analysis it was assumed that unit
sales of products 1 and 2 are equally effective in lowering production
cost.
The DESIGNOR optimization procedure led to a profit-maximizing
two-product strategy. Table 2 gives the results. The strategy for two
products is to design the second one at a horsepower of 963 while
lowering the horsepower of the best single-product strategy slightly.
There is an expected profit differential between the two strategies of
$3.84-$2.6 1 = $1.23MM. This suggests to management that, as long as
incremental inventory and production and marketing costs are less than
$1.23MM/year, a two-product strategy is justified. If these costs are
greater than $1.23 million, a single-product strategy should be followed.
The DESIGNOR methodology thus provides a useful framework for
assessing the costlbenefits of various product line extension strategies.

Discussion and Conclusions
The model-based methodology presented here focuses on the market
potential variation associated with industrial product design alternatives.
The output of the analysis is the fraction of the market that would find a
given product design ''acceptable. " Market demand assessment follows
this evaluation as the next step.
A widely discussed method of assessing design tradeoffs for industrial
products is conjoint analysis [14, 51. The conjoint approach and others
discussed by Urban and Hauser [ l 11 provide tools for assessing product
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demand; our. position is that these procedures are best applied after a
careful market potential assessment, such as that provided by
DESIGNOR.
The approach presented here has been tailored to fit the process of
sequential elimination of alternatives, common in industrial markets.
Measurement methods that do not impose undue respondent burden are
available to calibrate the model.
DESIGNOR is therefore a logical complement to approaches such as
conjoint analysis for supporting cost-effective product design decisions.
The approach, however, is new and experimental. More needs to be
known about the validity of the measurements obtained as well as about
the predictive accuracy models.
As presented, the model provides a static view of industrial market
response; a dynamic version of the model incorporating temporal
adjustments in purchase requirements and diffusion effects is being
constructed. That dynamic model will provide a time-varying upper
bound on market penetration for diffusion models, blending into the
approach suggested by Mahajan and Peterson [a].
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